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Euthyna procedure
in 4 th c. Athens
and the case On
the False Embassy
1

Though the issue of the legal procedure called euthyna has received
an adequate amount of scholarly attention 2, there is still scope for
further reconstruction of the procedure on the basis of re-evaluation
of the evidence. This re-evaluation should not only allow us to
achieve a clearer understanding of the procedure itself, but also to
define its position and its function in the legal system of classical
Athens. In order to clarify how the procedure works in Athens in

1
An earlier version of this article was presented in the Seminar of Ancient Greek
Law (March 2006) organised by the Institute of Classical Studies (London); with this opportunity I need to thank sincerely Prof. Michael Edwards (Deputy Director of ICS) for
the invitation and support and his very useful comments during the discussion, as all
the respectable audience, for their attention and comments; finally, I need to express
my gratitude to Prof. Chris Carey of University College (University of London) for his
help and his invaluable comments on this article.
2
	Previous research on euthyna: Arvanitopoulos (1900), passim; Hoyer (1928), pas
sim; Piérart (1971), pp. 526-573; Roberts (1982), esp. pp. 17-19; Fröhlich (2000), pp. 81111, and Fröhlich (2004), passim; Rhodes (2005), pp. 1-15. Also chapters long or brief
included in general handbooks on Athenian law such as Lipsius (1905-1915), pp. 286298; Harrison (1971), esp. pp. 208-211; MacDowell (1978), pp. 170-174; Sinclair (1988),
esp. pp. 78-79, 146-152; Hansen (1991), esp. pp. 222-224; Todd (1993), pp. 99 ff. and
112-113; Bleicken (1994), pp. 277-280; or other books which discuss euthyna in their
broader compass such as Wilamowitz-Moellendorff (1893), II, pp. 231-251; Rhodes
(1981), pp. 560-564 and 597-599; MacDowell (2000), esp. pp. 14-22.
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the period of the mid 4th c. BC we can use the important case of
Demosthenes’ and Aischines’ speeches On the False Embassy as a
case study.
The Athenian legal system provided various procedures to enforce accountability such as the scrutiny of officials before entering on office (dokimas…a), the periodic review of magistrates by
the Ekklesia during the tenure of office (™piceiroton…a tîn ¢rcîn),
prosecution by e„saggel…a or ¢pÒfasij consequent upon suspension from office, inspection of an official’s accounts each prytany
by logistai elected from the Boule, final inspection of accounts by
the non-Councilor Accountants and their synegoroi after magistrates’
demitting office, and scrutiny of general conduct in office by the ten
euthynoi with their assessors.
It becomes clear from all scholarly accounts of the above procedures that eÜquna or eÜqunai 3 belongs to a broad spectrum of actions which ensure the accountability. It seems like a well organised
and tight legal system which purports to discourage an official from
amassing political power through formal public duties, and represents a strong checking machine provided by a democratic system.
In addition, since the magistrates’ audit after they demitted office
was radically changed, presumably in connection with the restoration of the democracy in 403/402, it is insecure to apply procedures
and conditions of euthyna as performed in 5th c. Athens to that of
4th c. 4. Thus, we intend to discuss the euthynai procedure as it is
presented mainly in 4th c. sources.
EÜquna belongs to the group of procedures which dealt with a
magistrate’s conduct in office (¢rcaˆ) and even with citizens who carried out a public function and financial dealings, like trierarchs, ambassadors 5, priests 6. This procedure taking place after the magistrate
demitted office, usually at the end of the year, reflects the constant attempt by the Athenian demos to monitor the magistrates and anyone

3
	It is used either in singular or mostly in plural; the forms eÙqàna may be mistaken
and eÙqÚnh occurs in later Greek; cf. for more LSJ s.v. eÜquna, Piérart (1971), pp. 548549, 553 n. 104, and MacDowell (2000), p. 16.
4
	Piérart (1971), p. 572; Hansen (1975), p. 45.
5
	Cf. Aischin. 3.17: ’En g¦r taÚtV tÍ pÒlei, oÛtwj ¢rca…v oÜsV kaˆ thlikaÚtV tÕ
mšgeqoj, oÙde…j ™stin ¢nupeÚqunoj tîn kaˆ Ðpwsoàn prÕj t¦ koin¦ proselhluqÒtwn.
6
	See Aischin. 3.17-20, 29; Ath. Pol. 54.2, and Hansen (1991), p. 222.
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with public duty, to see how they implemented the instructions of the
demos and whether they kept to their monetary and political restrictions. Until the end of the investigation a magistrate was not allowed
to leave Attica and was under a continuous process of checking.
At first sight, it is almost obvious to divide the eÜquna procedure
into three parts: the first was the financial part, the lÒgoj, directed
by logista…, the second was the part of the euthynoi to whom accusations were handed and the third was the final court hearing. The
whole procedure is referred to as lÒgoj kaˆ eÜqunai or in one word
eÜqunai. In the financial part of the examination, the magistrate had
to give an account of his financial dealings during his term of office;
the purpose of this stage of the examination was to check the financial records of the office in question, to spot cases of embezzlement
(klop»), corruption, bribe-taking (dîra) and malefaction (¢dik…ou).
The whole examination was directed by ten public auditors, lo
gista…, amateurs who were chosen by lot from all citizens. This
group of logistai may be distinguished from the group of logistai
who conducted audits each prytany and were selected by lot from
the members of the Boule 7.
The logistai who conducted the annual audits were assisted by
ten advocates, sun»goroi, again chosen by lot 8. If we believe the
Lexicon Rhetoricum Cantabrigense (s.v. Logistaˆ kaˆ sun»goroi)
there is a kind of preliminary questioning which takes place before
logistai and synegoroi 9. In particular, we can suppose that the lo
7
Ath. Pol. 48.3: [k]lhroàsi dþ kaˆ logist¦j ™x aØtîn oƒ bouleutaˆ dška, toÝj lo
gioumšnouj t[a‹j ¢]rca‹j kat¦ t¾n prutane…an ˜k£sthn.
8
	The account of the logos stage is mainly based on Ath. Pol. 54.1 ff.: Klhroàsi dþ
kaˆ t£sde t¦j ¢rc£j: … kaˆ logist¦j dška kaˆ sunhgÒrouj toÚtoij dška, prÕj oÞj
¤pantaj ¢n£gkh toÝj t¦j ¢rc¦j ¥rx[ant]aj lÒgon ¢penegke‹n. oátoi g£r e„si mÒnoi
<oƒ> to‹j ØpeuqÚnoij logizÒmenoi kaˆ t¦j eÙqÚnaj e„j tÕ dikast»rion e„s£gontej.
k¨n mšn tina klšptont’™xelšgxwsi, klop¾n oƒ dikastaˆ katagignèskousi, kaˆ tÕ
gnwsqþn ¢pot…netai dekaploàn. ™¦n dš tina dîra labÒnta ™pide…xwsin kaˆ katagnî
sin oƒ dikasta…, dèrwn timîsin, ¢pot…netai dþ kaˆ toàto dekaploàn. ¨n d’¢dike‹n
katagnîsin, ¢dik…ou timîsin, ¢pot…netai dþ toàq’¡ploàn, ™¦n prÕ tÁj q prutane…aj
™kte…sV tij, e„ dþ m», diploàtai. tÕ <dþ> dekaploàn oÙ diploàtai. Logistai appear in

inscriptions of 454/453; while thirty logistai were elected in 5th c., in 4th c. according to
Aristotle (loc. cit.) their number is reduced to ten (cf. Piérart [1971], p. 564, citing ATL I
1, ll. 1-4); see also about logistai IG i3 369 (of 420 BC).
9
	Cf. Lexicon Rhetoricum Cantabrigense, s.v. Logistaˆ kaˆ sun»goroi (cf. Houtsma
[1870], in Latte [1965], p. 80): Logistaˆ kaˆ Sun»goroi. ’Aristotšlhj ™n tÍ ’Aqhna…wn po-
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gistai’s job concerns mainly technical matters such as accounts while
the synegoroi’s duty may included a more specific investigation, a
kind of examination and questioning, which possibly concerned
matters of embezzlement, receiving bribes, improper use of public
and private funds and property. Additionally, when the euthynoi
call a meeting 10, the role of synegoroi, acting as official prosecutors, may be to present the case arising from the accounts which the
logistai examined before. According to Aristophanes’ Wasps, 691,
synegoroi were paid for duty one drachma (= six obols) a day 11.
However, there were some magistrates who had no involvement
with public money; in these cases it was necessary for the magistrate
to present a written statement saying that he neither received nor
spent any public money 12 and this seems to have exempted him
from the financial part of their euthyna.
But even in a case of a magistrate who performed a duty without
obvious financial dealings he might still be suspect of bribe-taking
(dîra), and probably this is also an offence which belonged to the
jurisdiction of the logistai. After their preliminary examination, the
logistai sent the case to trial and brought each magistrate before a
jury panel presided over by the logistai themselves 13. Finally, even
in a case where no fault was found in the accounts of the magistrate, a herald invited anyone who wished to make an accusation,
but probably this invitation concerned only accusations of financial
misconduct 14. If an outgoing official failed to present his accounts

lite…v oÛtw lšgei: logist¦j dþ aƒroàntai dška, par’oŒj dialog…zontai p©sai aƒ ¢rcaˆ
t£ te l»mmata kaˆ t¦j gegenhmšnaj dap£naj: kaˆ ¥llouj dška sunhgÒrouj, o†tinej
sunanakr…nousi toÚtoij: kaˆ oƒ t¦j eÙqÚnaj didÒntej par¦ toÚtoij ¢nakr…nontai
prîton, e!ta ™f…entai e„j tÕ dikast»rion e„j ›na kaˆ pentakos…ouj.

For euthynoi ’s predominant role see below.
Ar. Wasps, 691: aÙtÕj dþ fšrei tÕ sunhgorikÕn dracm»n, k¨n Ûsteroj | œlqV
12
	Cf. Aischin. 3.22: … did£skei Ð nÒmoj § cr¾ gr£fein: keleÚei g¦r aÙtÕ toàto
™ggr£fein, Óti «oÜt’œlabon oÙdþn tîn tÁj pÒlewj oÜt’¢n»lwsa». ’AnupeÚqunon dþ kaˆ
¢z»thton kaˆ ¢nexštaston oÙdšn ™sti tîn ™n tÍ pÒlei.
13
	That the logistai presided over the jury-panel may be implied from the text
(sc. 54.2; see above n. 8); conversely, see below Ath. Pol. 48.5, where the implication
is that, after the second stage of euthyna, the euthynoi passed the public cases to the
thesmothethai, who introduced the case to the court and it is the thesmothetai not the
euthynoi, who presided the jury-panel at that case.
14
	Though it is not absolutely clear whether every magistrate had to be presented
before the court of logistai or only the magistrates whose accounts were found unsatis10
11
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before the logistai, he could be indicted for an offence of ¢lÒgion
(graf¾ ¢log…ou) 15.
The second stage of the examination-according mainly to Ath.
Pol. 48.4 16 – consisted of an investigation of any alleged malpractice
by the official. For this investigation, ten men (eÜqunoi) were chosen by lot, one from each tribe; as MacDowell 17 rightly notes, the
implication is that they are chosen from the Boule and not from the
citizen’s body. Two assessors (p£redroi) were chosen again by lot
for each euthynos, making a total of twenty 18. Following the exculpation of the magistrate before the court of the logistai during the
first part of the examination, the euthynoi and their assessors sat in
the agora for three days beside the statues of the eponymous heroes
and anyone who wished to accuse a magistrate, who had just been
discharged by the logistai, could submit the charge to the euthynos
belonging to the same tribe as the accused magistrate.
However, the text of Ath. Pol. 48.4 is not certain. Chambers’
edition of the text 19 presents us with a word that starts with an a
(alpha), with then a gap of possibly three letters and after that an

factory. The procedure is described by Aischin. 3.23: «oÙk oân ™crÁn se, ð DhmÒsqenej,
™©sai tÕn tîn logistîn k»ruka khrÚxai tÕ p£trion kaˆ œnnomon k»rugma toàto, t…j
boÚletai kathgore‹n; œason ¢mfisbhtÁsa… soi tÕn boulÒmenon tîn politîn æj oÙk
™pšdwkaj …», and Dem. 18.117: … kaˆ dšdwk£ g’eÙqÚnaj ™ke…nwn, oÙc ïn ™pšdwka.
n¾ D…’, ¢ll’¢d…kwj Ãrxa; e!ta parèn, Óte m’e„sÁgon oƒ logista…, oÙ kathgÒreij;
15
	See mainly Pollux, 8.54, who refers to a d…kh and not a graf¾ ¢log…ou: kaˆ ¢log…ou dþ d…kh Ãn kat¦ tîn oÙk ¢podidÒntwn logismoÝj ïn ¨n diaceir…swsin; Lexi

con Rhetoricum Cantabrigiense. O. Houtsma, Lexica Graeca minora, ed. by K. Latte H. Erbse, Hildesheim, Olms, 1965, pp. 69-86, especially p. 70, l. 23 f.: ’Alog…ou d…kh,
Ótan tinþj labÒntej cr»mata e„j ¢nalèmata dhmÒsia m¾ ðsin toÝj lÒgouj ¢nenh
nocÒtej to‹j dikasta‹j; but clearly this seems to be a public offence.
16
klhroàsi dþ kaˆ eÙqÚnouj ›na tÁj fulÁj ˜k£sthj, kaˆ paršdrouj b ˜k£stJ tîn
eÙqÚnwn oŒj ¢nagka‹Òn ™sti ta‹j ¢[gor]a‹j kat¦ tÕn ™pènumon tÕn tÁj fulÁj ˜k£
sthj kaqÁsqai, k¥n tij boÚl[hta…] tini tîn t¦j eÙqÚnaj ™n tù dikasthr…J dedwkÒtwn
™ntÕj g ¹[merîn ¢f’]Âj œdwke t¦j eÙqÚnaj eÜqunan ¥n t’„d…an ¥n te d[h]mo[s…]a[n]
™mbalšsqai, gr£yaj e„j pin£kion leleukwmšnon toÜnoma tÒ [q’aØ]t[o]à kaˆ tÕ toà
feÚgontoj, kaˆ tÕ ¢d…khm’Ó ti ¨n ™gkalÍ, kaˆ t…mhma ™[pigray]£menoj Ó ti ¨n aÙtù
dokÍ, d…dwsin tù eÙqÚnJ; cf. also Rhodes (1981), p. 562, who opts for thirty days (he
prefers the reading l).

	MacDowell (2000), p. 18.
For the euthynoi and the paredroi see for example IG ii2 1629.238-239.
19
	Chambers (1986), pp. 43-44.
17
18
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uncertain letter, interpreted by Chambers as s (sigma), and an ending with three letters: aij. The reading ¢[gor]a‹j has been proposed
by Kenyon and other scholars and accepted by Rhodes, while the
reading ¢[natol]a‹j was proposed by Rehm and adopted tentatively
by MacDowell. The reading for the numeral g (gamma) likewise is
not beyond doubt. Instead the reading l (lambda), meaning thirty,
has been proposed. As to the former, most readings fall on palaeographical grounds, because it is not quite certain that we have space
for five instead of three letters. So if the current consensus that
the lost word begins with alpha is correct, ¢[gor]a‹j has been proposed, though the plural is unusual. For the numeral, the reading g
(gamma) is arguably preferable, since a period of three days could
be enough for the euthynoi accepting accusations against outgoing
officials 20.
The main duty of each euthynos and his two paredroi was to
receive, assess and process any written complaint against the official and his performance of his duty 21. These complaints included
the name of the prosecutor, the name of the defendant (magistrate),
the offence and a proposed penalty. Any such accusations are then
considered by the euthynos and his paredroi (assessors) in the office
of the logistai 22.
The charge may be of different types; it could be either misuse
of power or negligence in discharging people’s instructions; De20
Rehm (1931), pp. 118-122; see also MacDowell (2000), p. 18 n. 45 referring to IG i3
68.30; Ar. Ach. 20, Eccl. 20 for public business at down. From the various readings proposed (see for example ¢nadik…aij, ¢natola‹j, ¢pagwga‹j, ¢pografa‹j, ¢napaÚlaij,
eÙqÚnaij and especially this peculiar reading ¢[gor]a‹j); see for more Wilamowitz
(1893), p. 235 n. 15; Rhodes (1981), p. 561; Chambers, loc. cit. and (1971), p. 45. For
a full discussion of various readings see also Rhodes (1981), pp. 561-563; MacDowell
(2000), p. 18. However, I remain unconvinced that the traces in the papyrus have been
correctly interpreted and among these readings would prefer eÙqÚnaij, which makes
sense and does not perverts the meaning of the passage. I am going to offer a radical
reconstruction of this papyrus passage elsewhere in near future.
21
For the necessary good cooperation between the euthynos and his two paredroi
see Kapparis (1998), p. 391 citing And. 1.178 (by mistake; the correct reference is 1.78)
and IG i3 133.18-19; IG ii2 1174; IG ii2 1629.233-242 (= 200 Tod) and comments on the
information given by Hesychios, p 757.
22
	See And. 1.78: … kaˆ Óswn eÜquna… tinšj e„si kategnwsmšnai ™n to‹j logisthr…oij
ØpÕ tîn eÙqÚnwn kaˆ tîn paršdrwn; cf. also [Lys.] 20.10-11: … kaˆ oƒ mþn tÕn b…on

¤panta ponhroˆ Ôntej crhstoˆ ™n tù logisthr…J gegšnhntai, pe…santej toÝj kathgÒ
rouj, o‰ d’¢eˆ Øm‹n crhstoˆ Ãsan, oátoi ponhro…;.
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mosthenes in his speech On the Embassy commenting on ambassadors’ duties says that the matters for which an ambassador ought
to hold responsible are the followings: First of all for the reports he
has made; second, for his advice to the demos; third, for the instructions which the demos gave to him; after that, for his timing; and
above all, whether all this has been carried out corruptly or with
integrity 23.
Ath. Pol. 48.5 24 again presents textual problems; first of all, some
scholars instead of ¢n[akr…na]j prefer ¢n[agnoÚ]j 25, possibly from
an assumption that ¢nakr…nein would imply a role for the euthynos
as presiding magistrate, when the context makes clear that the For
ty or the thesmothetai presided at any trial. However, the reading
¢n[akr…na]j may be accepted if we suppose it to describe a preliminary checking of the charge. This would be consistent with the
verb katagnù, which suggests more than a routine and mechanical
acceptance of the charge. Additionally, although the euthynos gives
a decision about the charge as the verb katagnù reveals, this decision is not final and this becomes clear from the context of the passage 26. As for the verb at the end of the sentence, suna]nagr£fei,

	Cf. 19.4: … e„ skšyaisqe par’Øm‹n aÙto‹j, ð ¥ndrej dikasta…, kaˆ log…saisqe
t…nwn pros»kei lÒgon par¦ presbeutoà labe‹n. prîton mþn to…nun ïn ¢p»ggeile, deÚ
teron d’ïn œpeise, tr…ton d’ïn proset£xat’aÙtù, met¦ taàta tîn crÒnwn, ™f’¤pasi
dþ toÚtoij, e„ ¢dwrodok»twj À m¾ p£nta taàta pšpraktai. For the common use of
¢dwrodok»twj in honorific decrees of 4th c. in Athens see for example IG ii3 (1-1369):
23

672.9 and 1299.2.
24
	Cf. Ath. Pol. 48.5: Ð dþ labën toàto kaˆ ¢n[akr…na]j, ™¦n mþn katagnù, parad…dw
sin t¦ mþn ‡dia to‹j dikasta‹j to‹j kat¦ d»m[ouj to‹j] t¾n ful¾n taÚthn dik£zousin,
t¦ dþ dhmÒsia to‹j qesmoqšta[ij suna]nagr£fei. oƒ dþ qesmoqštai, ™¦n paral£bwsin,
p£lin e„s£gousin [taÚthn t¾n] eÜqunan e„j tÕ dikast»rion, kaˆ Ó ti ¨n gnîsin oƒ di
kasta[…, toàto kÚ]riÒn ™stin.
25
	Cf. Rhodes (1981, p. 563) actually prefers ¢n[agnoÝ]j claiming that the euthynos
here does not act as e„s£gousa ¢rc», if he has the right to acquit. So, he finds the reading ¢n[agnoÚ]j better. But I think we have to see the problem the other way round;
we can not accept that the verb katagnù further down points to a final judgement,

but only to an initial assessment. It is odd to accept that a magistrate, in that case a
euthynos, although a charge had been brought against a magistrate, has the power to
acquit this magistrate, without passing the case further to the court (see also Harrison
[1971], pp. 210-211, expressing the same view).
26
	See also above n. 25. For parallels about katagignèskein used to refer either to
a final or to a tentative decision see the following passages in Ath. Pol. For final decisions: 54.2: oátoi g£r e„si mÒnoi <oƒ> to‹j ØpeuqÚnoij logizÒmenoi kaˆ t¦j eÙqÚnaj e„j
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this seems marginally preferable to ¢]nagr£fei, since it would mean
that the case would be inscribed on the list of thesmothetai, among
other public cases which were also included 27.
However, the real problem in this passage is caused by the conditional conjunction ™¦n further down in the phrase ™¦n paral£bwsin,
which at first sight seems to mean «if the thesmothetai take up the
accusation». MacDowell says: «… apparently an accusation approved
by a euthynos concerning a public offence was taken forward to the
thesmothetai by the accuser, not the euthynos, so until the accuser
proceeded nothing further would happen» 28. This is entirely possible but not inevitable; the text of Ath. Pol. 48.5 clearly suggests
that the various cases are referred to the appropriate authorities, the
tÕ dikast»rion e„s£gontej. k¨n mšn tina klšptont’™xelšgxwsi, klop¾n oƒ dikastaˆ
katagignèskousi, kaˆ tÕ gnwsqþn ¢pot…netai dekaploàn. ™¦n dš tina dîra labÒnta
™pide…xwsin kaˆ katagnîsin oƒ dikasta…, dèrwn timîsin, ¢pot…netai dþ kaˆ toàto
dekaploàn. ¨n d’¢dike‹n katagnîsin, ¢dik…ou timîsin, ¢pot…netai dþ toàq’¡ploàn,
™¦n prÕ tÁj q prutane…aj ™kte…sV tij, e„ dþ m», diploàtai. tÕ <dþ> dekaploàn oÙ
diploàtai. 60.2: œkrinen ¹ ™x ’Are…ou p£gou boul», kaˆ e‡ [t]ou katagno…h, qan£tJ
toàton ™zhm…oun. For tentative decisions: 45.4-46.2 (Boule’s jurisdiction): toÚtwn mþn
oân ¥kurÒj ™stin ¹ boul»: probouleÚei d’e„j tÕn dÁmon … ’Epimele‹tai dþ kaˆ tîn
pepoihmšnwn tri»rwn kaˆ tîn skeuîn … ™xet£zei dþ kaˆ t¦ o„kodom»mata t¦ dhmÒsia
p£nta, k¥n tij ¢dike‹n aÙtÍ dÒxV, tù te d»mJ toàton [¢p]ofa…nei, kaˆ katagnoàsa
parad…dwsi dikasthr…J. Also 45.2 ff.: kr…nei dþ t¦j ¢rc¦j ¹ boul¾ t¦j ple…staj,
kaˆ m£lisq’Ósai cr»mata diaceir…zousin: oÙ kur…a d’¹ kr…sij, ¢ll’™fšsimoj e„j tÕ
dikast»rion. œxesti dþ kaˆ to‹j „diètaij e„saggšllein ¿n ¨n boÚlwntai tîn ¢rcîn
m¾ crÁsqai to‹j nÒmoij: œfesij dþ kaˆ toÚtoij ™stˆn e„j tÕ dikast»rion, ™¦n aÙtîn
¹ boul¾ katagnù. 45.1 ff.: cr»masi zhmioàn, kaˆ nÒmon œqeto, ¥n tinoj ¢dike‹n ¹
boul¾ katagnù À zhmièsV, t¦j katagnèseij kaˆ t¦j ™pizhmièseij e„s£gein toÝj
qesmoqštaj e„j tÕ dikast»rion, kaˆ Ó ti ¨n oƒ dikastaˆ yhf…swntai, toàto kÚrion
e!nai. See also 59.4: e„s£gousin dþ kaˆ t¦j dokimas…aj ta‹j ¢rca‹j ¡p£saij, kaˆ toÝj
¢peyhfismšnouj ØpÕ tîn dhmotîn, kaˆ t¦j katagnèseij t¦j ™k tÁj boulÁj.
27
	Cf. the use of the passive infinitive (sunanagrafÁnai) in Aischin. 2.83: KritÒ
bouloj Ð LamyakhnÕj … ¢xio…h dþ ¢podoànai toÝj Órkouj to‹j Fil…ppou pršsbesi,
kaˆ sunanagrafÁnai Kersoblšpthn ™n to‹j Ømetšroij summ£coij. Presenting the re-

quest by Kersobleptes his name to be inscribed on the list of members of the Second
Athenian League some thirty years after the foundation of the League (for similar use
with the verb in active form see Diod. 17.1: sunanagr£yomen kaˆ t¦ ¤ma toÚtoij
suntelesqšnta). Thus, the verb in active or passive voice may mean the addition of a
name or a case on a list already existed or formed.
28
	See MacDowell (2000), p. 21. Though it seems that there is a logical gap in MacDowell’s argument concerning the procedure; two questions are failed to be answered:
(i) what happened to euthynos’ decision-judgement? and (ii) was it transferred to the
thesmothetai and in which way?
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private suits to the Forty, the public to the thesmothetai by the eu
thynos himself; in particular, the text must be divided in two parts:
the first (Ð dþ labën … suna]nagr£fei) refers to the job of euthynoi
and the second part (oƒ dþ qesmoqštai … kÚ]riÒn ™stin) refers to the
job of thesmothetai and to the job of the jurors of the law-court. In
the first part it is clearly stated that «the examiner (= euthynos) undertakes the case and makes a preliminary checking of the charge,
and if he decides there is a case to answer, he hands private accusations to the deme-judges who give verdicts for the tribe in question and the euthynos (not the accuser) adds the case on the list of
public accusations which the thesmothetai keep» 29; in the second
part of the passage in question it is stated that «the thesmothetai,
if they accept an accusation, introduce this examination into the
jury-court again, and whatever the jurors decide has the final validity» 30. The run of the sentence suggests that charges for which the
euthynos accepts that there is a prima facie case proceed to trial but
euthynos’ decision certainly is not final. Moreover, the phrase ™¦n
paral£bwsin may simply refer to the receipt of a charge handed
over; but since that would be otiose, it is more likely to indicate
a degree of autonomy for the thesmothetai to determine whether
the action is formally admissible; accordingly, from the phrase ™¦n
paral£bwsin it is also implied that the thesmothetai have the liberty not to accept the case (™¦n m¾ paral£bwsin). Finally, the verb
parad…dwsin suggests that the involvement of the euthynos ends
when he passes the case to the magistrates 31, while the verb used of
the thesmothetai (e„s£gousin) is the normal one for presiding magistrates, though it does not suggest that the thesmothetai themselves
act as prosecutors. Another implication at this point goes the issue
further: particularly, at the final stage the public case being on the
list of thesmothetai needs more a confirmation or a reactivation by
the accuser himself, in order to be introduced to the court for a final

	The subject of the verb sunanagr£fei is clearly Ð labën (= euthynos).
	The explanation of the two passages is mainly based on Rhodes’ translation
(1984), p. 94, with amendments.
31
	See as a parallel to this use Lys. 9.6-7: ™xioÚshj dþ tÁj ¢rcÁj gr£yantej e„j
29
30

leÚkwma to‹j tam…aij paršdosan. o†de mþn t£de diepr£xanto: oƒ dþ tam…ai oÙdþn Ómo
ion to‹sde dianohqšntej, ¢nakales£menoi [dþ] toÝj paradÒntaj t¾n graf»n, ™sko
poànto tÁj a„t…aj t¾n prÒfasin.
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judgement. If a case would not be reactivated by the accuser, that
means if the thesmothetai do not receive a formal accusation by the
accuser, this case may be suspended. Therefore it is likely that at the
final stage the original accuser must pursue the case.
Finally, to make the description more lucid we have to go
through Patrokleides’ decree quoted by And. 1.78 32, which seems
to separate out among other cases firstly the cases which have been
condemned by the euthynoi and their paredroi but they have not
reached the court and secondly the public actions (graphai) which
have been transferred by the euthynoi to the thesmothetai, were
probably activated by the accusers and were about to be judged by
the law-court. It is worth noting that the term graphe in And. 1.78
may mean «indictment» or simply a public action 33.
Thus, in view of these two important passages Ath. Pol. 48.5 and
Patrokleides’ decree quoted by And. 1.78, we are able to reconstruct
the euthyna procedure and especially to deduce as safe conclusions as possible concerning the structure of this procedure. Hence,
euthyna can be viewed as a preliminary investigative procedure
comprised of the stages of the logistai and the euthynoi and that
any complaint that arose, was then pursued in court by a separate
legal action (dike, graphe, eisangelia) depending on the nature of

32
	Patrokleides’ decree (And. 1.78) belongs to end of the fifth century; this decree
mentions officials subject to a euthyna referred among those to whom amnesty was
granted after the battle of Aigospotamoi: Ósoi ¥timoi Ãsan Ñfe…lontej kaˆ Óswn

eÜquna… tinšj e„si kategnwsmšnai ™n to‹j logisthr…oij ØpÕ tîn eÙqÚnwn kaˆ tîn
paršdrwn, À m»pw e„shgmšnai e„j tÕ dikast»rion grafa… tinšj e„si perˆ tîn eÙqunîn,
À prost£xeij, À ™ggÚai tinšj e„si kategnwsmšnai, e„j tÕn aÙtÕn toàton crÒnon: … I

read the passage without taking liberties and accepting the readings of the manuscript
tradition. Thus, the translation could be «all those who became disfranchised because
they were public debtors and all who have been condemned for misconduct in office by the euthynoi and their assessors in the office of the logista… or some graphai
(grafaˆ) concerning the euthynai which have not reached the court or cases of partial
disfranchisements (prost£xeij) or men who have been condemned to carry out guarantees (™ggÚai), at exactly the same year ...»; for comments on this decree see Piérart
(1971), esp. pp. 534-536; Boegehold (1990), esp. pp. 153-158, 161-162; Ostwald (1986),
p. 60.
33
	Cf. the discussion of euthyna in its general sense in Harrison (1971), p. 208 and
n. 1, and Lipsius (1905-1915), p. 288, where it is shown that euthyna in its original form
was closely connected with a punishment imposed by decision of the court, thus including the court procedure.
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the allegation, once a citizen has declared a readiness to prosecute
the relevant action 34.
Furthermore, it has already been stated, at least by Rhodes and
Hansen, that the trial which may follow a euthyna procedure of
an outgoing magistrate could be eisangelia or in other words that
eisangelia may replace the last stage of euthyna procedure 35; this
view supports our reconstruction of the procedure.
In addition, a great number of euthyna cases do not come up
to the sources as euthyna, since they appear with the name of the
separate legal action (e.g. eisangelia) which were used to bring the
cases before the law-court, and this explicates the otherwise puzzling fact that in a society like Athens, in which politicians were
prosecuted so venomously, we cannot find many cases of people
prosecuted by euthyna 36. Moreover, the legal hearing is so closely
Cf. MacDowell (1962), p. 108, who commenting on And. 1.78 says that after the
thesmothetai refer the case back to the law-court, there «the accused man was prosecuted by a graf¾» probably corroborating our reconstruction of the procedure.
35
	Cf. Rhodes (1979), p. 110: «Similarly what began as the eÜqunai of a retired magistrate could culminate in a trial in which eisangeltic procedure was followed …» and
Hansen (1975, p. 46) writes that «an eisangelia may replace the second stage of the
euthynai proper»; Hansen making this comment refers to the eisangelia against Philokrates (343 BC) and quotes Dem. 19.116. Here we can discuss Dem. 19.116: •O to…nun
Ûstaton mþn gšgonen, oÙdenÕj d’™stˆn œlatton shme‹on toà peprakšnai toàton ˜au
tÕn Fil…ppJ, qe£sasqe. ‡ste d»pou prèhn, Ót’e„s»ggellen =Upere…dhj Filokr£thn,
34

Óti parelqën ™gë duscera…nein œfhn ›n ti tÁj e„saggel…aj, e„ mÒnoj Filokr£thj
tosoÚtwn kaˆ toioÚtwn ¢dikhm£twn a‡tioj gšgonen, oƒ d’™nnša tîn pršsbewn mhde
nÒj … The passage clearly makes reference to the eisangelia of Philokrates introduced
to the court very closely to the trial On the Embassy, namely in 343 (see •O to…nun
Ûstaton mþn gšgonen and prèhn) and the question is how this eisangelia is used by

Hypereides so late (three years after the case), since we all agree that eisangelia was a
quick procedure, which was used even during the magistrates’ office (cf. Hamel [1998],
p. 129, referring to the eisangelia against Timotheos and [Dem.] 49.25, 28). However, it
is important to make a comparison of the two cases, the eisangelia against Philokrates
and Aischines’ euthyna, both delayed for three years (cf. Dem. 19.103: kaˆ e‡ gš ti tîn
proshkÒntwn ™g…gneto, ™n e„saggel…v p£lai ¨n Ãn: nàn dþ di¦ t¾n Ømetšran eÙ»qeian
kaˆ praÒtht’eÙqÚnaj d…dwsi, kaˆ taÚtaj Ðphn…ka boÚletai). It seems that while Dem-

osthenes postponed for three years for political reasons the activation of the euthyna
against Aischines and he activated it with a separate graphe, for the same reasons
Hypereides introduced from the floor, three year after the events in discussion, an ei
sangelia against Philokrates, and this implies that eisangelia could have been a really
flexible procedure.
36
	It is worth of note that in Hansen (1991) one can find numerous cases of politicians and generals who were prosecuted, while the cases of euthyna are very few.
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associated with the investigative procedure that the distinct stages
are in effect treated as one by Athenian writers 37; this would explain the way Aischines and Demosthenes present the court hearing
itself as euthyna.
Besides, what seems certain regarding the administration of justice in Athens is that even technical terms like euthyna, eisangelia
etc. may be used with liberty and sometimes the same term might
apply to quite different institutions. This is a flexibility in terminology which seems to be a common phenomenon in the administration of the Athenian law 38.
Finally, this divisible model may be also found in the procedure
of probole. Harris contrary to MacDowell offers a parallel to euthyna
procedure. In particular, he presents probole as a procedure which
includes only the hearing in the Ekklesia followed by a separate
legal action bringing the case to the law-court. If we accept Harris’
view we have two mutually supported reconstructions of the special
procedures, euthyna and probole 39.

1. The Specific Situation of the «False Embassy» Case
The case On the False Embassy may be used as a model to understand euthyna procedure and its stages since this case is the most
famous and the only detailed case of euthyna procedure in sources
of the classical period. In several chapters of both speeches On the
False Embassy, the case is clearly presented as eÜquna 40. However,
37

	This is in accordance with MacDowell’s view (cf. 2000, p. 18) that «the word

eÜquna in Ath. Pol. 48.4-5, like the word graf¾ elsewhere, is used in a narrower sense

for the charge as well as in a wider sense for the whole procedure».
38
	Cf. Hansen (1976), pp. 28-30; see for example Aischin. 2.139 the use of the term
e„sagge‹lai in the phrase ºqšlhk£j me e„sagge‹lai parapresbeÚsasqai;
39
	See Harris (1989, p. 130) and his review article (1992, esp. pp. 73-74) on MacDowell’s commentary on Demosthenes speech Against Meidias. Contra MacDowell
(1990, esp. p. 16) believes that probole includes apart from the first stage, a preliminary
hearing before the Ekklesia, the hearing before the court; for an account of conflicting
scholarly opinions about the legal procedure of probole which the speech of Demosthenes Against Meidias may represent see Harris (1989, p. 130 n. 32).
40
Dem. 19.17: Âsper e„sˆn aƒ nàn eÜqunai; Dem. 19.132: e„j dþ tÕ dikast»rion
e„selqÒntaj t¦j Øpþr toÚtwn eÙqÚnaj dik£sontaj; Aischin. 2.178: mÒnoj t¦j eÙqÚnaj
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if we approach euthyna as a divisible model this would make more
sense from a procedural point of view of what happened between
Demosthenes, Timarchos and Aischines from 346 to 343.
Starting with the case On the False Embassy we have to present
some details concerning the case. The accusation by which Demosthenes brought Aischines to court concerns Aischines’ duty as a
member of the Second Athenian Embassy to King Philip II of Makedonia (Skirophorion 347/346). The purpose of the mission was to
negotiate a peace-treaty between Athens and Makedonia, a treaty
which actually was signed in 346 BC and called the Peace of Phi
lokrates.
When the Second Embassy returned to Athens from the mission to Pella in Skirophorion (around the12th-13th) they gave their
reports first to the Boule on the 13th of Skirophorion and then to
the Assembly on the 16th of Skirophorion. After Aischines’ encounter
with Demosthenes before the Boule, the Boule produced a guarded
probouleuma for initiating the report of the Second Embassy to the
Assembly 41. In this probouleuma, the Boule had no praise for the
ambassadors, since the disagreement between Aischines and Demosthenes was now obvious, and the Boule wanted to be safe in
case Demosthenes attacked Aischines during his euthyna 42. During
the meeting of the Assembly the political climate was particularly
favourable for Aischines, since the only option for the Athenians
at this time was to rely on Aischines’ assurances that Philip would
conclude the Third Sacred War as they expected, saving the Phokid…dwmi, with Dem. 19.182: e„ mÒnoj tîn ™n tù d»mJ legÒntwn lÒgwn eÙqÚnaj Øfšxei;
Dem. 19.256: t¦ nàn sumbebhkÒta p£nt’™pˆ ta‹j eÙqÚnaij tautaisˆ daimon…aj tinÕj
eÙno…aj œndeigma tÍ pÒlei gegenÁsqai; Dem. 19.334: oÙcˆ koinwne‹ ta‹j nàn eÙqÚ
naij; Aischin. 2.96: taÚthj tÁj presbe…aj oÙ kathgÒreij mou didÒntoj t¦j eÙqÚnaj;
Dem. 19.103: nàn dþ di¦ t¾n Ømetšran eÙ»qeian kaˆ praÒtht’eÙqÚnaj d…dwsi. We can
also add some other references which can be regarded as implicit: Dem. 19.69 (™n oŒj
eÙqÚnaj œmellon dèsein tîn pepragmšnwn); Dem. 19.81 and 82; Dem. 19.211, where

the whole story about the euthynai of the Second embassy before the logistai is given
by Demosthenes; and Aischin. 2.182: oÙd’ØpeÚqunoj ín ¢rcÁj ™kindÚneusen. Contra
see Aischin. 2.139: ºqšlhk£j me e„sagge‹lai parapresbeÚsasqai;.
41
	See Dem. 19.32: MARTURIA. PROBOULEUMA. ’Entaàq’oÜt’œpainoj oÜte klÁsij
e„j tÕ prutane‹Òn ™sti tîn pršsbewn ØpÕ tÁj boulÁj.
42
Cf. Aischin. 2.121, where Aischines claims that Demosthenes did propose honours for the Second Embassy, but this allegation does not seem believable; see also
Harris (1995), pp. 91-93.
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ans 43. At the meeting of the 16th of Skirophorion the members of the
Third Embassy were elected. Demosthenes chose to decline service
on the Third Embassy, since he was at odds with his colleagues and
their policy, a fact that became obvious in that particular Ekklesia
meeting. The Ekklesia re-elected all the other men from the Second
Embassy as ambassadors, including Aischines, for another embassy
to Philip, both because the demos was so far pleased with the results of their mission 44 and because the Athenian demos did not
have time to spare in order to change any of the ambassadors, especially the leading figure of Aischines, despite his open rupture
with Demosthenes. Shortly after the meeting of the Ekklesia on the
16th of Skirophorion, Demosthenes thought that it was the right time
to create an open breach with Aischines, to remove him from the
rest of the peace-process and eventually to start his attack on the
peace, by denouncing his fellow ambassador before the euthynoi.
For that reason, initially, he asked to be the first to give accounts
of the Second Embassy before the logista…, where Aischines also
appeared with a crowd of witnesses in order to annul this procedure saying – according to Demosthenes – that Demosthenes had
already submitted to scrutiny and he was no longer liable to scrutiny 45. In this instance, we find a double manoeuvre operated by
Demosthenes and a counter-manoeuvre operated by Aischines: Demosthenes wants to complete the process in order to place himself
in a position of advantage; he intends to give his accounts and
therefore firstly himself to be judged clean and secondly to be in
a position to attack others. Thus, Demosthenes initiates the procedure of euthyna at a convenient time for himself, in order to force
Aischines to submit his account along with Demosthenes’ account
and subsequently to make possible a charge against Aischines. The
implication of this passage (sc. Dem. 19.211) is that the participation

43
	It is highly revealing of the political climate that, according to Demosthenes,
during that Ekklesia of 16th of Skirophorion Philokrates in association with Aischines
passed a decree in order to consolidate the peace and alliance with Philip and to promote a sort of settlement for the Third Sacred war (see Dem. 19.47-50).
44
	Cf. Harris (1995), p. 94.
45
Cf. Dem. 19.211: … proselqën A„sc…nhj oØtosˆ to‹j logista‹j œcwn m£rturaj

polloÝj ¢phgÒreue m¾ kale‹n œm’e„j tÕ dikast»rion æj dedwkÒt’eÙqÚnaj kaˆ oÙk
Ônq’ØpeÚqunon.
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of one of the ambassadors in the procedure of accounting may force
the rest of the ambassadors to be checked together 46.
On the other hand, Aischines is trying to slow the process down;
Aischines’ strong desire was to avoid the conflict and so to avoid
euthyna at least at that particular moment. It is possible that in view
of Aischines’ confidence in the peace and in Philip’s promises, he
actually believed that the peace would deliver advantages and that
his own popularity would rise; so Aischines may have had his own
motives to delay 47.
The final result of this preliminary showdown between Aischines
and Demosthenes over the rendering of accounts was a clear win
for Demosthenes: the logistaˆ accepted the proposals of Demosthenes and the procedure of lÒgoj started immediately. In lÒgoj,
the examination of financial matters, first Demosthenes, and then
Aischines and the other ambassadors presented a written declaration saying that they did not receive and spend public money apart
from the travel expenses. Obviously, lÒgoj was not the part of the
examination, where Demosthenes had chosen to attack Aischines,
though in his charge he usually accuses Aischines of bribery. Before
the departure of the Third Embassy (between the 17th and the 21st
of Skirophorion) in the part of eÜqunoi, both Demosthenes and Timarchos, one of his political associates, had declared their intention
to prosecute and had actually handed in a written complaint to the
euthynos of the tribe of O„nh…j, to which the deme of Kothokidai
(Koqwk…dai) belonged 48. For a mission as urgent as an embassy, in
46

For a comment on this passage (sc. Dem. 19.211) see Harrison (1971), p. 210

n. 2.
	Cf. Lys. 30.5: … ¢ll’oƒ mþn ¥lloi tÁj aØtîn ¢rcÁj kat¦ prutane…an lÒgon
¢pofšrousi, sÝ dš, ð NikÒmace, oÙdþ tett£rwn ™tîn ºx…wsaj ™ggr£yai, ¢ll¦ mÒnJ
soˆ tîn politîn ™xe‹nai nom…zeij ¥rcein polÝn crÒnon, kaˆ m»te eÙqÚnaj didÒnai. If
47

we can trust Lysias at this particular point, Nikomachos avoided a euthyna for his duty
as ¢nagrafeÝj tîn nÒmwn for four years, but that was an extraordinary office with
special procedure followed for renewal, and probably the Ekklesia was directly involved. However, it is problematic how it was possible for a case which was originally
introduced during the term of office of a magistrate to be renewed during a different
magistrate’s term of office.
48
For the complex and inconclusive situation of one or multiple prosecutors see
Rubinstein (2000), p. 91 ff.; in [Dem.] 59.120-125 and 126 the original conclusion that
Theomnestos was the prosecutor and Apollodoros his synegoros (see chs. 14, 16) becomes complicated, since Apollodoros undertakes tasks of a prosecutor; there is un-
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order to avoid delay, there would be a provision of the law so that
an ambassador could leave Attica, after submitting his accounts to
the logista…, even if a written charge had already been given to
the eÜqunoi 49. The fact that Demosthenes does not accuse Aischines
of illegal participation in the Third Embassy after he himself and
Timarchos have laid down their charges, proves that the procedure
of euthyna could not prevent the participation of an accused ambassador in a subsequent mission 50.
The involvement of Timarchos in the prosecution offered
Aischines a good chance to attack: his reputation, particularly for
male prostitution, was allegedly well known. Timarchos, if we are
to believe Aischines, was a notorious figure, and, for the time being,
this was sufficient for Aischines’ defence. So Aischines could begin
his counter-procedure, firstly in the Ekklesia or the Boule, where
he made it clear that he would indict Timarchos with an ¢ntigraf¾
dokimas…aj (™paggel…a dokimas…aj). The next step was the final
presentation by Aischines of an ¢ntigraf¾ dokimas…aj against Timarchos, in written form, handed to the thesmothetai 51. The case was
brought to court in the late summer of 346 or early in 345 52; Dem-

fortunately no evidence relating to the number of accusations that could be lodged in
euthynai or the number of prosecutors. In the case of more than one accusation it is
still unclear how eÜqunoi were processing these accusations and how they were determining which one would go to court; for cases of one person as Ð gray£menoj, see
Aischin. 1.1., 2.14, 2.148, 3.62; [Dem.] 7.43; Dem. 18.222, 18.223, 20.96; [Dem.] 56.20;
Dem. 57.8; [Dem.] 58.34, 59.5; Is. 3.2, 11.31; Isok. 20.2, 15.89; contra the cases of two
or more gray£menoi in Dem. 20.100, 145 cannot be easily rejected; for the prosecutors
of case Against Leptines Law see Vince et al. (1930-1949), I, p. 489; for Demosthenes’
and Timarchos’ activation of euthyna procedure against Aischines see also Aischin. 1.1
(first argument): ’EpanhkoÚshj dþ tÁj presbe…aj, gr£fontai parapresbe…aj A„sc…nhn
Dhmosqšnhj te Ð ·»twr kaˆ T…marcoj ’Ariz»lou Sf»ttioj … and Aischin. 2 (first argument): =Wj oân ™panÁkon ™k tÁj Østšraj presbe…aj tÁj ™pˆ toÝj Órkouj, ™gr£yanto
parapresbe…aj A„sc…nhn Dhmosqšnhj te kaˆ T…marcoj.
49
	Harris (1995), p. 201 n. 39.
50
	However, in that case the embassy could not have gone ahead, because a formal,
full procedure of euthyna could cause an unwanted delay; this was a practice similar
to the brief dokimasia which was implemented after the election of envoys. Cf. Mosley
(1973), pp. 39 and 42 n. 7, citing Lys. 26.20 as a possible example of dokimasia of envoys; see also Briant (1968), pp. 21-22.
51
For the procedure against Timarchos see Harrison (1971), pp. 204-205.
52
About the dating of Timarchos’ case see Harris (1985), pp. 376-386, and (1995),
pp. 102, 202 n. 52; Wankel (1988), pp. 383-386.
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osthenes may well have been a synegoros of Timarchos in this trial.
The trial of Timarchos resulted in his atimia: Aischines had thus
ridded himself of a major political opponent, and furthermore, had
frightened off any other potential prosecutors. Aischines’ credibility
shot up, and Demosthenes became wary of proceeding against him
straight away.
After this trial, the prosecution of Aischines lay solely in the
hands of Demosthenes; Demosthenes would have needed to re-activate the euthyna which he finally did, introducing a graphe and
certainly not an eisangelia 53; this should probably have been immediate, but, given the flexibility of the Athenian legal system 54, may
not have been for two years. Demosthenes’ case against Aischines
depended on the negative impression of the peace between Athens
and Philip, a situation Demosthenes had been awaiting for the past
three years. Several incidents, two trials in particular, paved the way
for his attack: firstly, the execution of Antiphon, allegedly an agent
of Philip 55, and, secondly, the death penalty passed on Philokrates,
in absentia, after the eisangelia which Hypereides brought against
him 56. If we can trust Dem. 19.280-281 and schol. 57, it seems likely
that in this same period the general Proxenos was accused, and convicted, of failure to help the Phokians. Finally, during the conflict
between Athens and Delos over the administration of the island’s
sanctuary, Athens appointed Aischines as her representative before

53
	Cf. Dem. 19.103 (see above n. 35); see also Pollux, 8.45-46: … eÜquna dþ kat¦
tîn ¢rx£ntwn À presbeus£ntwn Ãn ... „d…wj dþ ¹ kat¦ tîn presbeutîn graf¾ para
presbe…aj ™lšgeto.
54
If, however, Demosthenes had been one of the original prosecutors, he would
simply have left the euthyna procedure against Aischines in a state of suspension, and
renewed it three years later, with a graphe; however, it is really problematic how one
could have suspended a case if the defendant was necessary to be ØpeÚqunoj for all
this period and not able to undertake any public office.
55
	Cf. Dem. 18.132-133.
56
	Cf. Aischin. 2.6, 3.79; Dem. 19.116; Hyp. 4.29; Dein. 1.28; Meritt (1936), pp. 399400, ll. 45-50, 111-115.
57
	See Dem. 19.280-281 and schol. (cf. Dilts schol. 493); the reference to Proxenos
here is particularly indirect and uncertain, based mainly on the scholion. It concerns
an offence which may be connected either with his unsuccessful operations around
Euboia at that time (346-343) or his failure to help the Phokians or even this might be
connected with the general failure of the Peace of Philokrates (see also MacDowell
[2000], p. 325).
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the Amphiktyonic Council; for some reason, however, his appointment was cancelled by the Areopagos, and Hypereides took his
place.
When the case came to trial, it followed the normal procedure of
public cases for an agon timetos: the hearing lasted a full day and
comprised the speech of prosecution, the speech of the defence,
the speeches of synegoroi and, if the defendant was found guilty,
further speeches by the litigants proposing possible penalties.

2.	Conclusion
While references to the activity of euthynoi and generally to accounting procedure seem to have been found in 6th c. BC onwards 58 and
also we come across to inscriptions which make references to lo
gistai, the evidence is so sparse to ascertain a conclusion concerning
the organisation of the overall institution of euthyna in the 5th c. BC.
What we can conclude from the evidence with relative safety about
the role of logistai in 5th c. BC is that we have a board of thirty lo
gistai, who may have chosen from the councillors and their job was
to keep accounts of the allied tribute and the sacred monies 59; a
fragment of Eupolis discussing the logistai in 5th c. means nothing

58
	Cf. IG i2 1 and Meiggs - Lewis (1969), nr. 14 (late sixth c. BC): ™j demÒsio[n ™spr£ten
dþ tÕn ¥]rco[n]ta, ™¦n [dþ mš, eÙq]Ú[nesqai; see also the decree of Skambonidai IG
i3 244.B7-10 (possibly before 462 BC): kaˆ ¢podÒso: par¦ tÕn eÜqunon: tÕ kaqekon
… and 15-21: hÒti ¨n ton koinon: mþ ¢podidosin: par¦ tÕn eÜqunon …; and the decree of Anake see IG i3 133.18-19 (434/433 BC): [---to‹n ’A]n£koin œ eÙqunÒs[qon] m[ur…
aij dracma‹j hškastoj: hoi dþ e | Üqunoi kaˆ ho]i p£rhedroi kat[agi]gno[skÒnton …;

for more documents referring to euthyna see Piérart (1971), pp. 543-547. Inscriptions
of Athens referring to the logistai (5th c. BC): IG i3 369.54-55: [t£de ™log…san]to hoi
logista[ˆ ™n to‹j tšt]arsin œtesin ™k Panaqhna…on ™j [Panaq»naia Ñfel]Òmena …
(year 426/425-423/422); IG i3 41.65-66 (Cataldi): zemiÒto aÙtÒn: hoi logist] | [ˆ]; l. 66
grafš[sqon tÕn ¥rconta hÒtami] | [p]er … (year 446/445).
59
	Inscriptions of Athens referring to the logistai (5th c. BC): ATL 2, lists 1.1-4, 2.1 and
3.1 (see also above n. 58): [t£de ™log…san]to hoi logista[ˆ ™n to‹j tšt]arsin œtesin
™k Panaqhna…on ™j [Panaq»naia Ñfel]Òmena … (year 426/425-423/422); IG i3 41.65-66
(Cataldi): zemiÒto aÙtÒn: hoi logist] | [ˆ]; l. 66 grafš[sqon tÕn ¥rconta hÒtami] | p]er …
(year 446/445); SIG3 667: kaˆ perˆ p£ntwn ïn çikonÒmhken ¢pen»nocen lÒ | gouj e„j tÕ
mhtrîion kaˆ prÕj toÝj logist¦j kaˆ t¦j eÙqÚnaj œdwken … (year 161/160).
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specific and Aristophanes’ Birds (318) seems to comment only on
the pedantic way of making their duty 60.
However, it is expected that accounting as a procedure of democratic Athens has been progressively changed until the second half
of 4th c. BC. In 403/402 after the revision of the laws we may have
a reorganization of the institution of euthyna. It has already been
shown by Piérart that in the 5th c. BC euthyna was expanded and
gradually became a procedure comprised of the two stages, the one
of the logistai and the one of the euthynoi, until the end of 5th c.
An important source of the end of 5th c. is Patrokleides’ decree
as quoted by And. 1.78. Studying this decree we find no direct reference to the job of logistai and this is quite odd; even more the
euthynoi are presented to conduct the auditing (possibly the second
stage of euthyna) in the logisteria (that means the office of the lo
gistai), but this perhaps can be explained if we regard the logisteria
as the original place of accounting in Athens. On the other hand
from three important texts of the second half of 4th c., particularly
Ath. Pol. 54.2, Aisch. 3.23 and Dem. 18.117 (see above n. 14) and
even from inscriptions of the 4th c. 61 the job of logistai is very well
confirmed. According to these texts a board of ten logistai together
with ten synegoroi were chosen by lot among all Athenian citizens
to check financial accounts of retiring magistrates within thirty days
after the expiration of their office. Moreover, another board of lo
gistai selected by lot from the members of the Boule conducted
audits on financial matters each prytany.
In regard to the duty of euthynoi in 4th c. Athens we are able
to deduce some conclusions based mainly on Ath. Pol. 48.4-5,
And. 1.78, and some inscriptions 62. First of all there was a board
of ten euthynoi, who were selected by lot from the members of

Eupolis, fr. 223 (Kock): ¥ndrej logistaˆ tîn ØpeuqÚnwn corîn; Ar. Birds, 318:
”Andre g¦r leptë logist¦ deàr’¢f‹cqon æj ™mš.
61
	Inscriptions of Athens referring to the job of logistai: IG i3 369.54-55: [t£de ™log…san]to hoi logista[ˆ ™n to‹j tšt]arsin œtesin ™k Panaqhna…on ™j [Panaq»naia Ñfel]Ò-
mena … (year 426/425-423/422); IG i3 41.65-66 (Cataldi): zemiÒto aÙtÒn: hoi logist] | [ˆ];
l. 66 grafš[sqon tÕn ¥rconta hÒtami] | [p]er … (year 446/445); SIG3 667: kaˆ perˆ p£n
twn ïn çikonÒmhken ¢pen»nocen lÒ | gouj e„j tÕ mhtrîion kaˆ prÕj toÝj logist¦j kaˆ
t¦j eÙqÚnaj œdwken … (year 161/160).
60

62

	See above n. 18.
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the Boule, each representing a tribe. In addition another group of
twenty paredroi was chosen by lot two for each euthynos, in order
to assist them for conducting the examination procedure.
Summing up from the various sources discussed, it becomes
clear that euthyna procedure in 4th c. Athens may be a preliminary
investigative procedure comprised of the stages of the logistai and
the euthynoi. Following this introductory investigation if a complaint arises, this is handed to the euthynos who is doing a preliminary checking of the charge. Although the euthynos gives a decision
about the charge, this decision is not final; lastly the various cases
are referred to the appropriate authorities, the private suits to the
Forty, the public to the thesmothetai. The involvement of the eu
thynos ends when he passes the case to the magistrate, while the
thesmothetai act as presiding magistrates; however, it is not suggested that the thesmothetai themselves act also as prosecutors. To have
a final judgement, what is needed more is the accuser to reactivate
the accusation with a separate legal action (dike, graphe, eisange
lia), which is handed in to the Forty (dike) and the thesmothetai
(graphe, eisangelia); the action pursued by the accuser depends on
the nature of the allegation and the procedure which is more suitable for him. As regards especially to public suits, we can say that
for various reasons a case may be not activated by the accuser, in
other words the thesmothetai do not receive an independent accusation by the accuser; thus, the case may be suspended for a period
of time or permanently.
This reconstruction fits to the overall character of the legal system of the 4th c. BC, which imposed an active role for jury-courts;
powers possessed by individuals in 5th c. were transferred to juries
in the 4th c. 63.
This procedure becomes obvious from a careful analysis of the
case On the False Embassy, which is used as a case study, since it is
not only the most important euthyna procedure found in classical
literary sources, but it is also a case which is presented in detail. The
only way of reaching as safe conclusions as possible was to look
very carefully at the sources available, namely Ath. Pol., And. 1.78,

63

	Cf. MacDowell (1978), p. 172.
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quoting Patrokleides decree together with the two speeches of Demosthenes and Aischines On the False Embassy.
The concept of euthyna as a preliminary procedure may be an
aid in understanding the nature of other special procedures such as
probole, apagoge etc. and in appreciating the function of euthyna in
the overall Athenian legal system.
ABBREVIATIONS
Aischin. 1

Aischines’ speech Against Timarchos.

Aischin. 2

Aischines’ speech On the Embassy.

Aischin. 3

Aischines’ speech Against Ktesiphon.

Dem. 18	Demosthenes’ speech On the Crown.
Dem. 19	Demosthenes’ speech On the Embassy.
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